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Abstract To achieve Quality of Service (QoS) in Next Generation Networks
(NGNs), the Differentiated Services architecture implements appropriate Per Hop
Behavior (PHB) for service differentiation. Common recommendations to enforce appropriate PHB include Weighted Round Robin (WRR), Deficit RoundRobin (DRR) and similar algorithms. They assign a fixed bandwidth share to
Transport Service Classes (TSCs) of different priority. This is a viable approach
if the ratio of high priority traffic T SChigh over low priority traffic T SClow is
known in advance. If T SChigh holds more and T SClow less users than expected,
the QoS for T SChigh can be worse than for T SClow . As shown in preceding
work, the Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF) algorithm heals this problem on the packet level. Therefore, we investigate its impact in congested TCP/IP
networks by simulations and show its attractiveness as a powerful service differentiation mechanism.
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Performance of TCP/IP with MEDF Scheduling

Current research for multi-service Next Generation Networks (NGNs) focuses amongst
others on the provision of Quality of Service (QoS) for different service classes. The
Differentiated Services architecture [1], [2] achieves QoS by implementing appropriate Per Hop Behavior (PHB) for different Transport Service Classes (TSCs). Flows
of different TSCs compete for the resources buffer space and forwarding speed in the
routers. Mechanisms that assign those resources divide buffer space among different
TSCs (buffer management) and control the order in which packets are dequeued and
forwarded (scheduling). Therefore, those mechanisms can be characterized along two
dimensions: space and time.
Common examples and recommendations [3] [4] to enforce appropriate PHB are
algorithms like Weighted Round Robin (WRR), Class Based Queueing (CBQ) [5], and
Deficit Round-Robin (DRR) [6]. The common goal is to assign a fair share of network
resources to different TSCs. The share is set in advance and fixed independently of the
actual traffic mix. This behavior is desirable in many situations. In a network where a
ratio q of high priority TSC (T SChigh ) traffic over low priority TSC (T SClow ) traffic
is expected, e.g. due to network admission control, the algorithms can be used to assign
this share. The low priority TSC (T SClow ) uses the remaining bandwidth where a fraction of 1−q is guaranteed. However, if resources are scarce and buffers always contain
packets of both classes, these algorithms enforce the share q regardless of the current
traffic mix. Particularly, if the T SChigh traffic exceeds the limit set by the control parameters, it suffers from QoS degradation.

The authors of [7] introduced the priority algorithm Modified Earliest Deadline First
(MEDF). They showed that MEDF prefers T SChigh over T SClow on the packet level
equally regardless of the traffic mix ratios. This is a clear advantage of MEDF compared
to the previously mentioned algorithms that assign a fixed share for the whole T SChigh
aggregate.
In this paper we focus on the impact of MEDF in TCP/IP networks. For saturated
TCP sources conventional algorithms are problematic because of the fixed share of
bandwidth assigned to each traffic class regardless of the current number of flows. We
bring the MEDF algorithm into play to achieve a relative traffic-mix-independent perflow-prioritization among TSCs. But still, this behavior is easily configurable by perclass relative delay factors.
The algorithms that work on the IP packet level impact the performance of adaptive TCP flows by packet loss and delay (round trip time). Packet loss is influenced by
space priority mechanisms, delay by time priority mechanisms. In this work we combine MEDF with space priority mechanisms like Full Buffer Sharing (FBS) and Buffer
Sharing with Space Priority (BSSP) and contrast it to time priority mechanisms like
First In First Out (FIFO) and Static Priority (SP).
This work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the algorithms under
study in detail. Section 3 discusses the simulation environment, the respective parameters used for our performance evaluation study, and presents the results obtained from
our simulations. Sections 4 and 5 finally conclude this work with a short summary and
outlook on future research.

2 Space and Time Priority Mechanisms
Network congestion arises where different flows compete for resources at routers in
the network. To avoid this problem at least for a certain subset of high priority flows,
flows of higher priority should receive preferential service as opposed to low priority
flows. Basically, if packet arrivals exceed the router forwarding speed temporarily or
permanently, congestion arises and buffers fill up. This leads to longer network delays
and high packet loss rates, to degraded Quality of Service. Buffer sizes and forwarding
speed are fixed parameters for given networks. To assign these scarce resources, we
can limit the space available to the respective flows (buffer management) or we can
dequeue the packets depending on their priority (scheduling). Thus, mechanisms to
achieve service differentiation can be divided along two dimensions: space and time.
Combinations of both are also possible.
2.1 Space Priority Mechanisms
We use two kinds of space priority mechanisms for our performance evaluation: Full
Buffer Sharing and Shared Buffers with Space Priority. In [10] we compare a third
space priority mechanism Random Early Detection gateways [11]. RED was originally
designed to detect incipient congestion by measuring the average queue length. Several
improvements have been suggested for instance in [12] and [13] to achieve fairness in

the presence of non-adaptive connections and to introduce TSC priorities. We omit this
section for lack of space here and refer to our technical report [10].
In the following sections, we denote the router buffer by B and packets by P . The
function S(B) refers to the maximum buffer size and F (B) to the current fill level of
the buffer. The function enqueueT ail(P, B) enqueues the packet P into the buffer B.
The function drop(P ) drops the packet P if the algorithms cannot accept the packet.
Full Buffer Sharing (FBS). The FBS strategy allows all flows to share the same buffer
irrespective of their priority. If not mentioned differently, we use this mechanism as
default in our simulations.
Buffer Sharing with Space Priority (BSSP). The BSSP queueing strategy (cf. Alg. 1)
is threshold based and allows packets to occupy buffer space available for their TSC
and for all TSCs of lower priority. Let T SCi , i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} be TSCs of different
priority, 0 being the highest priority. T SCi can at most demand space BSimax in the
max
buffer, where BSimax ≥ BSi+1
and BS0max is set to the actual buffer size. The concept
is illustrated in Fig. 1 for three TSCs and fully described in Alg. 1 with F (B, T SCi )
denoting the space in the buffer B that is currently filled by T SCi . There is a guaranteed
amount of buffer space for the highest priority class only, lower priority classes possibly
find their share taken by classes of higher priority. This concept resembles the Russian
dolls bandwidth constraints model (RDM) suggested by the IETF traffic engineering
working group (TEWG) in [14].
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Figure 1. Buffer Sharing with Space Priority for i = 3 TSCs

Require: Packet P , Buffer B, max TSC Buffer Size BSimax for i = 0 . . . n − 1
{ max Buffer Size S(B) = BS0max }
i =P
TSC(P)
F (P, T SCj ) ≤ BSimax then
if j=(n−1)
j=i
enqueT ail(P, B)
else {space limit exceeded for TSC i}
drop(P )
end if

Algorithm 1: Buffer Sharing with Space Priority ENQUEUE

2.2 Time Priority Mechanisms
Once packets arrive at the queue and the space priority mechanism assigns available
buffer space, i.e., it decides whether the packet is accepted or dropped, the time priority
mechanism decides which packet to dequeue next. This decision on the packet level
influences the delay and therefore the TCP sending rate via RTT. We contrast two time
priority mechanisms to Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF).
First in First Out (FIFO). FIFO leaves the prioritization to the enqueueing option and
is used as the performance baseline to compare with. Packets proceed in the order they
arrive and are accepted by the space priority mechanism.
Static Priority (SP). The Static Priority concept chooses T SChigh packets in FIFO
order as long as packets of that class are in the buffer. T SClow packets wait in the
router queue until low priority packets only are available. Then they are also dequeued
in a FIFO manner until new T SChigh packets arrive.
Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF). In the context of the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network, the authors of [7] introduced a modified version of the Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) algorithm called Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF). It supports n only different TSCs, but in contrast to EDF it is easier to implement. Packets
are stored in n TSC specific queues in FIFO manner. They are stamped with a modified
deadline that is their arrival time plus an offset Mi , 0 ≤ i < n, which is characteristic for
each TSC. The MEDF scheduler selects the packet for transmission that has the earliest
due date among the packets in the front positions of all queues. For only two TSCs, this
is the choice between two packets and sorting according to ascending deadlines is not
required. The difference |Mi − Mj | between two TSCs i and j is a relative delay advantage that influences the behavior of the scheduler. We are interested in the performance
of this scheduling algorithm in the presence of adaptive traffic, here TCP.
For our simulations we use two TSCs whose queues are implemented as shared
buffers such that the space priority mechanisms are applicable. With two TSCs we set
the MEDF parameters to Mhigh = 0 and Mlow = x, x ∈ {0s, 0.1s, 0.5s, 1.0s, 1.5s}.
Thus, T SChigh obtains no additional delay. The deadline for T SClow packets is increased by the Mlow parameter.

3 MEDF Performance Evaluation
In this section we describe the general goals and approach of our performance evaluation study and present the results. We used the network simulator (NS) version 2 [15] to
run the experiments deploying the RENO TCP implementation [16]. Standard simulation methods as replicate-delete were applied to obtain statistically reliable results of the
non-ergodic random processes. In the following sections we only give average values
as the simulated time was chosen to yield very narrow confidence intervals. Our goal
is the measurement of the prioritization of T SChigh traffic. For that purpose, we define the normalized bandwidth ratio. Let nhigh be the number of T SChigh flows, nlow
the number of T SClow flows. The functions B(T SChigh ) and B(T SClow ) denote the

bandwidth used by all T SChigh and T SClow flows, respectively. The normalized bandwidth ratio B ratio (T SChigh , T SClow ) is the amount of bandwidth used by T SChigh
per flow divided by the amount of bandwidth used by T SClow per flow:
B ratio (T SChigh , T SClow ) =

B(T SChigh )
nhigh
B(T SClow )
nlow

A mechanism with traffic-mix-independent per-flow-prioritization among TSCs exhibits the same normalized bandwidth ratio regardless of the traffic mix. The number
of saturated TCP sources is the same for both TSCs in the following if not mentioned
otherwise.
3.1 MEDF Characteristics
To isolate the general behavior more easily and to eliminate unpredictable side effects,
we start with single link simulations and extend it to multiple links.
MEDF Single Link Scenario
Simulation environment. We use the classical dumbell topology for our single link
simulation environment. A number of T SChigh TCP traffic sources and a number of
T SClow TCP traffic sources connect to Router A. Router A uses a space and a time
priority mechanism described above and sends the packets over a single link to router
B. Router B has sufficient capacity to serve the link and its single task is to distribute
the arriving packets to the corresponding destinations.
We choose the number of simultaneous active TCP connections n as nmin · 2i , i ∈
{0, . . . , 8}, nmin being the minimum number of TCP connections to get a theoretical
load of 100% on the link. Otherwise there is no overload, space and time priorities
do not have effect, and the flow control is not active. Here nmin = 2. The packet
size S(P ) is a common standard value of 500 Bytes including headers. Regarding the
link parameters, with the link bandwidth being Cl = 1.28M bit/s, we set the link
propagation delay Dprop to 46.875 ms so that the theoretical round trip time RT T sums
up to RT T = 2·(nlinks ·Dprop +(nlinks +1)·DT X ) = 2·(1·46.875ms+2·3.125ms) =
)
100ms, where DT X = S(P
Cl is the transmission delay to send a packet and nlinks the
number of links between routers A and B.
The default value for the buffer size SBuf f er is 160 packets so that a router is able
to store packets for 0.5 seconds transmission. We use the parameters mentioned here
as default parameters and write down the respective values in the following text only if
they are set differently. Other parameters like algorithm specific settings are subject to
the analysis and we indicate their values appropriately.
Simulation. Figure 2 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio B ratio (T SChigh , T SClow )
for traffic mixes nhigh : nlow of 1 : 3,1 : 1, and 3 : 1 with MEDF parameter Mlow = 0.5s,
i.e., one buffer size. The link bandwidth is the x-axis parameter. The value nmin = 2 is
omitted here and in the following figures as there is virtually no priority for the minimum number of users. The link capacity is fully shared between the single user of each

class, thus, they both reach the maximum rate. This behavior – as expected – is sound
for lack of competition on the link.
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Figure 3. MEDF prioritization for two TSCs

The figure shows the traffic-mix-independent per-flow-prioritization property of
MEDF. The small differences for low congestion are due to the slight influence of the
buffer space. Few high priority flows can occupy relatively more buffer space per flow
in contrast to many high priority flows under low congestion. However, the difference is
negligibly small and the normalized bandwidth ratio converges very quickly. Opposed
to that, conventional algorithms like WRR are insensitive to the traffic mix and therefore the normalized bandwidth ratio would decrease severely with the ratio of T SChigh
traffic over T SClow . We further emphasize that this property is achieved by a single parameter per class and originates from the relative delay advantage controlled by MEDF.
The traffic-mix-independent per-flow-prioritization property of MEDF was already
shown in [7] on the packet level. Due to this property on the TCP flow level as well, we
use the same number of saturated TCP sources for both TCSs in the following.
For the minimum number of users nmin = 2, there is virtually no prioritization for
lack of competition. Prioritization of T SChigh traffic reaches its maximum at n = 4
users (2 users per TSC) and degrades with a rising number of users. As we cannot
simulate any value between two and four users – one and two users per TSC – we vary
the bandwidth while keeping the number of users fixed at a value of 4 to derive the
basal characteristics of the algorithm by having a more continuous range in Fig. 3. This
demonstrates the behavior at various levels of slight congestion in real networks.
At a bandwidth of 1.280 Mbit/s this experiment corresponds to a simulation with
default values and 4 users, at a bandwidth of 2.560 Mbit/s it is equivalent to 2 users.
Higher offset values Mlow lead directly to a higher prioritization of T SChigh packets.
The throughput ratio rises with the bandwidth which is inversely proportional to the
number of users. Low bandwidth (same holds for many users) limits the rate that connections for T SChigh can achieve dramatically. Besides, the actually measured round
trip time increases and shortens the maximum obtainable rate. Thus, T SClow connections are able to grasp a higher relative share of the bandwidth. The bandwidth ratio
rises until it reaches a maximum. Here, slowly sufficient capacity becomes available for

both TSCs and low priority packets can use more of the additional bandwidth. At 2.560
Mbit/s there is virtually no competition for bandwidth anymore.
Another important aspect that can be seen here to understand MEDF is the interaction of Mlow and the round trip time. The round trip time rises both with increasing
traffic on the link and with decreasing bandwidth. Low bandwidth results in a longer
transmission delay. The delay advantage becomes smaller relative to the round trip time
and the prioritization decreases.
The MEDF parameter Mlow can be used to adjust the priority ratio for the anticipated level of competition for network resources. If sufficient resources are available,
the MEDF algorithm does not influence normal network operation. For very scarce resources – here large numbers of users and low bandwidth, respectively – the network is
under heavy overload and anticipatory action like admission control to block some of
the connections must be taken to prevent such situations. Otherwise, only a very small
portion of the overall bandwidth remains for each T SChigh flow anyway — no matter
whether they receive preferential service or not. For low and medium overload, MEDF
shows a very clear and easy adjustable behavior.
MEDF Multi Link We now extend our single link experiment to multiple links to
assess the influence of MEDF on TSC priority if applied multiple times.
Simulation environment. Figure 4 shows the simulation topology for the multi link
experiment in the case of two links. If we simply add additional links and routers, the
first router receives the packets from the TCP sources in an unordered way and applies
the priority algorithm. Thus, the packets arrive at the router serving the next link one
by one and the priority algorithm has no additional effect. To overcome this problem,
we introduce cross traffic. Additional TCP sources connect to the interior routers and
generate traffic that crosses the way of the measured traffic.
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Figure 4. Multi link simulation topology

It is important to send the cross traffic over the same number of links to account for
comparable round trip times for the measured traffic and the cross traffic. Furthermore,
the round trip time for both the single link and the multi link experiment should be
the same. Otherwise, significant parameters that depend on the round trip time such
as the maximum rate that can be achieved by a TCP connection are different and the

experiments are not comparable. Therefore, we calculate the new link propagation delay
−1)·DT X
Dprop = 46.875−(nnlink
ms.
link
The TCP connections need the same bandwidth per flow on all links. If the bandwidth differs from link to link, the link with the lowest capacity becomes the bottleneck
and dominates the observable effects. However, doubling the bandwidth of the links
with cross traffic solves this problem.
Simulation. Figure 5 shows the effect of MEDF over multiple links. We used the standard parameters with Mlow = 1s, i.e., twice the buffer size, and the default Full Buffer
Sharing mechanism as buffer management.
In general, the degree of prioritization of T SChigh increases with the number of
links on the path, hence, with the number of applications of MEDF scheduling instances. However, when the competition for network resources is low, the increase in
priority is much more obvious. The reason behind this is similar to the situation for
the single link experiment. The bandwidth theoretically available to a single connection is higher, hence, the actually measured round trip time is lower. Therefore, few
T SChigh connections achieve higher rates in contrast to the situation when the network
is highly overloaded. Rising competition for network resources makes the conditions
for T SChigh more disadvantageous. T SClow now obtains a larger share of the bandwidth. The priority does not increase linearly if additional links are added. The overall
bandwidth ratio can be controlled by setting the MEDF parameter appropriately.
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MEDF and Space Priority We now consider the MEDF characteristics with the usage
of space priority mechanisms. Figure 6 shows the influence of the buffer sharing option.
FIFO with FBS leads to an even division of available bandwidth between both TSCs
as no packet preferences exist. FIFO with BSSP spreads the bandwidth equally as long
as there is enough buffer space available (n ≤ 2). Then it reaches its maximum when
router buffers fill completely and slightly flattens under heavy traffic load.
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Figure 6. MEDF and the impact of space priority

MEDF with parameter Mlow = 0.5s and FBS clearly outperforms both FIFO experiments and exhibits the behavior characterized in the preceding sections. If we add

BSSP, we observe a superposition of the MEDF curve and the curve for FIFO with
BSSP. For few users we clearly identify the typical MEDF characteristics, for more
users the router buffers fill completely and the space priority comes into play. Thus,
space priority prohibits the typical decrease of the bandwidth ratio.
3.2 MEDF in Comparison to other Priority Mechanisms
We used FIFO as the comparison baseline in the previous experiments. FIFO does not
prioritize the traffic in time and therefore is one extreme of the spectrum of time priority
mechanisms. Another extreme is Static Priority (SP).
Static Priority (SP) Under network congestion, the time priority mechanism Static Priority leads to starvation of T SClow regardless of the buffer management in use. There
are always T SChigh packets waiting in the router queues. SP dequeues those packets
and even though the T SClow packets occupy most of the buffer space, their chance
to leave the buffer is very low and, thus, the TCP timers for those connections expire.
Accordingly, the TCP source tries to re-establish the connection but will suffer from
starvation again. As a consequence, SP is completely inadequate for severely congested
networks. In contrast to MEDF it does not consider a maximum delay for low priority
traffic to prevent this effect.
For a comparison to RED, a pure space priority algorithm, we refer to our technical
report [10].

4 Conclusion
In this work we examined the impact of the pure time priority (packet scheduling) mechanism Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF) in congested TCP/IP networks. Conventional algorithms like Weighted Round Robin (WRR), Deficit Round Robin (DRR)
or Class Based Queuing (CBQ) assign fixed bandwidth shares among Transport Service
Classes (TSCs) of different priorities. This is problematic with a varying number of
users per TSC and saturated TCP sources. If the TSC of high priority (T SChigh ) holds
more users than expected and the TSC of low priority (T SClow ) holds fewer users,
then the Quality of Service (QoS) for T SChigh can be worse then for T SClow . MEDF,
however, achieves a relative traffic-mix-independent per-flow-prioritization among all
TSCs.
In contrast to MEDF, Static Priority (SP) leads to starvation of low priority traffic while First In First Out (FIFO) effects no prioritization at all. MEDF achieves the
desired priority ratio of the high priority TSC over the low priority TSC in realistic
overload situations by its adjustable parameter Mlow which reflects a relative delay
advantage.
Full Buffer Sharing (FBS) was the default buffer management scheme in our experiments. To estimate the influence of the buffer management algorithms, we combined MEDF with Buffer Sharing with Space Priority (BSSP). The results showed an
increased prioritization of T SChigh .
In conclusion, MEDF has powerful service differentiation capabilities and our performance study revealed that it is an attractive mechanism to achieve service differentiation for TCP flows in congested networks. MEDF is especially interesting since it

does not require per-class bandwidth configuration which might be problematic in the
presence of unknown traffic mix.

5 Outlook
The practical adaptation of the relative delay parameter Mlow , especially its dependence
on the propagation delay, is an interesting field of further research.
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